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YOUR WORDS
Peter Tattory
your words are like when
the sky puts its pants back on and 
the dark illuminates constellations shaped like
buttons and zippers—slacks that belt and buckle
you pluck words like smooth pebbles 
from gravel, like color from last-summer 
meadows, chords from noise, sugar from vines
you tuck words into pockets, folded notes 
from last-summer thoughts, in winter coats
to keep your hands warm
you drip words like sweat
salty seawater pools
backwashing into pebble-graveled rivers
the ones that carve space for the echoes in canyons
your words are like lazy summer shade
meandering streams 
and pleasant handshakes 
trees that rub branches together 
over picnic baskets
i just wanna be on that blanket
